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I.

Introduction

Innovation and technology have not only changed our daily lives, but they have also evolved
and transformed competition law and its enforcement. Innovations have the extraordinary and
almost unimaginable potential to deliver important benefits both to competition and to
consumers, in terms of newer, cheaper, and better services. Moreover, they have the ability to
stimulate further developments and spark new business models, once again to the immense
benefit of consumers. In other words, disruptive innovations disrupt, which is to say that they
drastically alter existing markets.1 Such innovations lead to the breakthroughs that bring about
radical changes, which are unforeseen by markets and occur irregularly.2 These so-called
“disruptive innovations,” driven by technology-focused undertakings such as Apple, Google,
Uber, Airbnb, and Amazon, have brought their disruptive effects not only on the products or
services they have created or contributed to, but also on how the global competition law
enforcement authorities respond to this brand new world.3
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Accordingly, it is easy to see that competition law regulations should not be stuck in a rut, but
rather endeavor to change and adapt to the new digital world. This brings us to the crucial
question of when, how, and to what extent competition authorities should react to these radical
changes. I believe that any intervention should only be undertaken after an optimum amount of
observation and careful consideration, and any such intervention also has to be positive for and
in support of innovation. On the other hand, there is a fine line between promoting innovation
and shutting one’s eyes to “innovative” wrongdoings for the so-called “greater good.”
Therefore, even though there is broad consensus among practitioners and regulators that
innovation is one of the most significant benefits of market competition, and that paving the
way for innovation and technology is of great importance both for competition and for
consumers, fostering innovation does not justify and should not be used as an excuse for
lowering the standards of competition law enforcement. In this regard, competition authorities
should welcome, embrace and adapt to ever-developing innovations and ever-changing
conditions. Otherwise, as a branch that is constantly facing and deep-diving into various fastmoving sectors, competition law enforcement would not be able to keep up with the changing
circumstances in the market and would thus fail to internalize and react to the actual dynamics
of these markets. Simply put, this requires competition authorities to take the necessary steps
to be able to respond both to new technologies in markets and to the development of new
markets. As Bruno Lasserre once stated, “with new players and new forms of trade come new
challenges for competition authorities.”4

The main issues that competition authorities are faced with or asked to resolve generally stem
from (i) market definition, (ii) market power and dominance, and (iii) the sharing of data among
undertakings that are active in vertical or horizontal markets. Even though these concepts might
seem to comprise the typical/standard concerns of competition law enforcement, it is fair to say
that they can undergo radical changes due to innovation and may diverge significantly from
their traditional conceptions in the context of innovative markets. For instance, “market
definition” is particularly important within the context of innovations, since such innovations
have the ability/capacity to alter existing markets. Therefore, competition authorities should
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carefully consider the relevant innovation effects when determining the market definition in a
particular case, in order not to fall short of conducting a proper competitive assessment.

Moreover, innovations are of great importance when determining whether an undertaking is in
a dominant position with market power in a relevant market. The dynamic structure of
innovative markets and the evolving nature of technological advancements enable new,
unexpected and powerful entrants into the relevant markets, which can cause the market power
to shift easily and quickly to other undertakings. In other words, innovation can either lead to
the replacement of incumbent undertakings, expand the market size, or create new markets by
introducing brand new ideas; in sum, the alteration of markets caused by innovations is dramatic
and fundamental, though irregular.5
Furthermore, competition enforcement authorities must be aware that two-sided markets6 differ
significantly from traditional markets in various important aspects. Accordingly, any
competitive analysis pertaining to two- or multi-sided platforms should take care to consider
all sides of the market, and thus acknowledge that it is impossible to address the question of
market power in multi-sided platforms without giving due consideration to the combined and
interrelated effects of a platform on all of its customer groups.7 Moreover, the growing
importance and increasing usage of data could play a key role in the assessment of mergers and
acquisitions,8 superseding traditional parameters such as the combined market share of the
relevant undertakings. Therefore, competition authorities will need to consider the value and
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content of transferred/shared data in innovative markets in order to enable and facilitate an
accurate assessment of market power for the relevant undertakings.

In addition, unlike in most traditional economic sectors, the digital economy is increasingly
interconnected. Therefore, some coordination and cooperation between firms may be
unavoidable and may, in fact, be pro-competitive.9 Surveying the new terminology and
innovations that have been introduced by the digital era, we observe that blockchain technology,
to take one illustrative example, requires wide distribution of information among blockchain
members concerning their transactions on the platform.10 Even though blockchain technology
might raise certain anti-competitive concerns and might even lead to collusion allegations, it
would be prudent to evaluate these matters on a case-by-case basis, given that information
exchanges on blockchain technology can also generate substantial efficiencies by improving
contractibility.11 Therefore, although direct competitors using shared blockchains or
collaborating in blockchain consortia12 are especially likely to be susceptible to antitrust
scrutiny,13 competition authorities should not put aside or overlook the question of whether the
efficiencies created by the relevant blockchain technology outweighs its damage to the market.
In addition, algorithm-driven computer programs have increasingly become key instruments
for market success in a digitalized economy.14 Similarly, even though algorithms have the
potential to enable tacit collusion and adversely affect consumer choice, they can certainly
generate positive effects on consumer welfare and welfare in general as well.
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Yet another topic that is relevant to this discussion is “the extensive collection, storage, and
linking of data triggered by increasing digitalization,”15 which is known as the phenomenon of
“big data.” Big data can generate economic efficiencies and can have certain pro-competitive
effects; however, under certain circumstances, the collection and analysis of data can also be a
factor contributing to justifiable competition concerns. For example, (i) data can be a factor
contributing to market power,16 (ii) data can increase market transparency among suppliers and
thereby facilitate collusion,17 and (iii) data can be an instrument for certain anti-competitive
conducts.1819
That being said, the ball is once again in the competition authorities’ court to assess and find
the proper balance between the efficiencies and the harms associated with such innovations. All
of these developments and/or modifications concerning the interpretation of familiar concepts
(as well as the introduction of brand new concepts) should naturally give rise to novel
assessment methods in competition policy and lead to a corresponding adjustment in the
methods and techniques employed by competition enforcement authorities.

II.

Digitalization, Innovation and Competition Policy

Digitalization has rapidly transformed commercial behavior all around the world in various
important ways. Digital markets, with their rapidly changing environments and highly dynamic
nature, are driven primarily by innovation. These innovative efforts represent, in turn,
continuous investments in research and development (“R&D”).20 Therefore, undertakings that
are already active (or that desire to become active) in digital markets must invest in R&D, which
15
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leads to constant improvements and technological advancements to the benefit of consumers
and of the market itself. These developments help to expand digital markets and have the
potential to carry them to unforeseen and astounding heights (e.g., the emergence and growth
of the e-commerce market over the last two decades provides an illuminating example). It is
apparent that such improvements can help reduce costs by refining existing products, processes,
and capabilities,21 or by introducing something new to the market.

It is worth noting that consumers support innovation as well, since they also use digital
platforms and applications to their own advantage.22 Considering the undeniable efficiencies
offered by innovation to consumers’ lives (and the improvements brought to the markets
themselves), competition authorities should act more prudently and proceed with the utmost
care when intervening in digital markets, in order to ensure that they do not inadvertently block
the path of innovation altogether.
It has long been argued by the proponents of Arrow (and, to some extent, of Aghion et al.)23
that competition acts “as the driver of innovation.” Bearing this in mind, we believe that
competition should, in fact, be stationed in the front passenger seat right next to the driver (i.e.,
in the “shotgun” position) to monitor and guide innovation. Considering that the term “shotgun”
originates from the shotgun-armed guards who travelled on horse-drawn stagecoaches and
wagon trains to protect the passengers, we can extend the metaphor even further and declare
that it would be appropriate for competition authorities to observe and protect innovation (and
thus innovative markets) solely for the interest and benefit of consumers. In other words,
competition enforcement authorities should not attempt to lead the way by sitting in the driver
seat and taking up the reins, and thus, they should not intervene in or restrict markets beyond
what is absolutely necessary to carry out their assigned duties. In other words, “it is important
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(…) to strike a careful balance so as not to undermine undertakings’ incentives to invest and
innovate.”24

In discussions of competition law policy, there is a growing awareness that the well-established
static framework for assessing competition law matters (which has been applied in traditional
markets) might not be adequate or sufficiently appropriate for dealing with innovation effects
in the modern world.25 At a general level, it can be observed that “the literature calls for a
change of emphasis from static efficiency and price evolution to dynamic efficiency and
innovation incentives.”26 There are numerous approaches that could be adopted during this
transition period in order to gain a better understanding of innovation and its possible effects.
In this context, certain adjustments that could be made to current enforcement methodologies
would be highly useful for the harmless integration of competition law rules with the digital
era.

The existing laws and regulations are not well-suited to dealing with the challenges of the digital
era or to coping with its consequences for various sectors. Therefore, they plainly lack the
capacity or necessary content to respond effectively to current or future economic
circumstances. This is, in fact, the natural result of the failure of public authorities to fully grasp
the implications of disruptive innovation and technology.

Thus, the very first step to be taken by competition authorities should be a thorough examination
of the intricacies of innovation; what it actually is, how it affects markets and what it offers to
consumers. Without undertaking such a comprehensive assessment, competition authorities
would fall short of detecting any misconduct and fail to distinguish right from wrong when it
24
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comes to evaluating market behavior. Even if competition authorities identify a specific
issue/behavior that is caused by innovation in a particular market, they could not resolve that
issue or deter that behavior by applying effective and efficient tools without harming innovation
and thus diminishing the benefit to consumers, unless they first comprehend what that
innovation actually is and what it entails. Therefore, competition would suffer greatly if
competition law regulators were to toughen the existing regulatory framework with the aim of
making it more difficult (or even impossible) for new products or business models to comply
with the rules.27 On the contrary, competition regulators should meticulously observe, fully
understand and carefully evaluate the dynamics that are generated by new products and business
models, so that they can adjust and enhance the regulatory framework in accordance with the
needs and requirements of an ever-changing business environment. Therefore, competition
authorities should first study/digest innovation and thoroughly understand its effects, in order
to preclude undermining or stifling further and greater developments in an industry, in the
national economy, and possibly in the whole country.

At this point, it is worth highlighting that innovations are of immense significance for a
country’s competitiveness in the global economy.28 It is also undoubtedly true that innovation
carries greater importance for emerging countries, in order to enable them to compete with
larger and more developed economies around the world. An international scientific consensus
has been reached that economic progress is primarily driven by innovation, and by the invention
and application of new technologies in particular.29 Since innovation and technology are the
principal drivers of economic growth and development in the digital age,30 technological
progress is the key to realizing sustainable development solutions, as well as tackling economic
and environmental challenges.31 Accordingly, the tables below clearly show that most of the
27
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global innovation leaders are also represented on the list of the most competitive national
economies in the world. These rankings explicitly illustrate the importance of innovation to
national economies, especially for developing countries.
Table 1: Global Competitiveness Index 4.0

Source: The Global Competitiveness Report 2018, World Economic Forum32

Table 2: Global Innovation Index (“GII”) 2018
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Source: GII 201833

The foregoing tables clearly demonstrate that there is a significant correlation between
innovation and competitiveness, as 8 of the top 10 countries in the GII are also ranked in the
top 10 of the Global Competitiveness Index. Therefore, competition authorities should ensure
that they adopt a reasonable and innovation-focused approach and support innovation efforts,
since conventional applications of competition law rules and inside-the-box thinking would
ultimately harm the interests of consumers as much as they would harm the economic growth
and development of a country.

Accordingly, legislators and enforcers should strike a suitable balance between implementing
the main purpose of competition law (i.e., protecting competition) and adapting to the rapid
technological developments and changes in the digital era. In other words, legislators should
recognize the need for a precise regulatory framework that is both flexible enough to allow new
forms of competition and to address all the relevant public policy considerations at the same
time.34 To that end, competition authorities should revisit and revise their traditional assessment
methods in such a way as to take into consideration the evolving and disruption-prone
characteristics of the digital era, which they could accomplish by closely monitoring and
auditing markets, launching useful market studies, seeking early discussions with relevant
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undertakings (i.e., disruptors and innovators), and conducting workshops with academics,
lawmakers, practitioners, and undertakings in the relevant markets. Thus, acting on the
fundamental presumption that innovation is good for society, competition authorities should
protect the process of innovation by keeping markets open (to the extent possible) for potential
innovators.35

In this regard, for instance, sectorial inquiries could be made obligatory for non-traditional
markets, since such inquiries would be both feasible and beneficial for enhancing the awareness
and knowledge of enforcers regarding the dynamics of a particular sector and the specific issues
faced by undertakings in that market. This might also help avoid or reduce any unnecessary
interventions by enforcement authorities and prevent unwarranted restraints on innovation,
which would eventually help to keep markets open and conducive to further innovation, and
thus, ultimately benefit consumers.

However, these considerations do not change the fact that competition authorities should make
sure “that markets remain open and contestable; that consumers are not harmed by distortions
of the competitive process; by anti-competitive agreements, by exclusionary practices, or by
exploitative practices.”36 In addition, the length of enforcement proceedings could be adjusted
in order to consider and better respond to the pace of innovations. Even though a thorough
investigation might come at the cost of time (i.e., last longer) due to limited resources, decisions
rendered at the end of an investigation should be able to reflect the dynamics of the relevant
market at the time of the decision in order for such decisions to be effective and to succeed in
realizing the goals of competition law. Technology changes rapidly in the 21st century and so
do the markets that evolve with technology. Therefore, if the decisions implemented at the end
of a thorough investigation are outdated, they carry the risk of going to waste, and more
importantly, potentially harming competition in the relevant market.
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With these considerations in mind, I will now turn to a discussion of how antitrust enforcers in
the European Union (“EU”), the United States and Turkey react to and handle innovation and
technology-related issues in their decisions. The first two jurisdictions serve as fitting examples
of entrenched competition authorities, and the latter is an illustrative representative of a
competition authority from an emerging economy. Finally, I will summarize my arguments and
offer my conclusions on the subject matter.

III.

Evaluation of Innovation and Technology: How is the Antitrust Enforcement
Regime Reacting to the Digital Era?

A. Online Platforms and Dynamic Settings

As highlighted above, rapid developments in technology and the emergence of dynamic
markets pose certain challenges to both competition law enforcers and practitioners.
Competition authorities, therefore, have taken a somewhat skeptical approach to these markets
in an effort to better understand the impact of the characteristics of these markets on
competition. Thus, it can be observed that competition enforcement authorities have chosen to
scrutinize online platforms quite frequently in recent years.

In this context, multiple investigations that have been launched against Google provide a useful
example of the increasing tendency of competition authorities to take a closer look at online
platforms in an effort to catch any potential infringements in this yet unfamiliar field.
The European Commission (“Commission”) first accused Google due to its alleged practices
in relation to (i) favoring its own online search services in a systematic way, and (ii) lowering
the rankings of unpaid search results of competing services.37 The Commission’s probe of
Google’s practices then continued with the next investigation, Google Shopping, in which the
Commission eventually ruled that Google had abused its market dominance as a search engine
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by giving an illegal advantage to another Google product, namely its comparison-shopping
service known as “Google Shopping”. Accordingly, the Commission concluded that Google
was in violation of Article 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
(“TFEU”) and imposed a monetary fine of EUR 2.42 billion on the undertaking.

Google is an illuminating case study of successful innovation that offers substantial advantages
and benefits for consumers and high market shares for innovator companies.38 Having said that,
this market power—though nurtured by innovation—entails certain competition concerns for
the companies involved, especially when they venture into other online activities, such as online
shopping, advertising, news aggregation and mapping services, among others.39 Although the
integration of services and the relative leveraging capabilities of these firms pave the way for
further innovation, the Google Shopping case clearly reveals the challenges facing competition
authorities on how they should handle leveraging practices in digital markets. In its assessment
in Google Shopping, the Commission put a significant amount of emphasis on the potential
harm to competition in the market for comparison-shopping services. The Commission found
that Google had foreclosed the market to its competitors and had abused its dominance by
granting a prominent position and enhanced visibility to its integrated services (i.e., Google
Shopping), and thereby demoting its rivals’ products.40

In scrutinizing the competition law issues surrounding digital markets, many scholars and
competition enforcement authorities have raised difficult questions over the last decade on (i)
how to deal with leveraging of market power, and (ii) how to weigh the benefits to consumers
of such conduct against the potential harm to competition. The investigative and decisional
practices of various competition law authorities in response to such questions reveal that they
have basically adopted various different approaches. Indeed, in contrast to the Commission, the
Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) in the United States has given comparatively more weight
to the efficiency benefits arising from Google’s practices. More specifically, although the FTC
also acknowledged that fewer visuals belonging to competitors’ goods were visible on Google’s
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search results pages due to Google’s product design, it nevertheless concluded that the
company’s primary goal was better serving its users by providing directly relevant information
in response to their search queries, and hence enhancing the consumers’ experience.41
Following the Google Shopping decision in 2017, Google has remained on the Commission’s
agenda in the ensuing period. In particular, the Commission initiated an investigation into
Google’s operating system, Android, which eventually became the highest profile antitrust case
in recent memory, due to the record fine of EUR 4.34 billion that was imposed on Google in
the Commission’s ruling. In its relevant investigation, the Commission alleged that Google had
abusively reinforced its market dominance in the market for general internet search by (i)
illegally tying Google’s search and browser apps, (ii) making illegal payments to device
manufacturers that were conditional on the exclusive pre-installation of Google Search, and (iii)
obstructing the development and distribution of competing Android-based operating systems.42

At this juncture, it is apparent that the Android case will be of crucial importance to the future
of competition law enforcement in the digital age, as it makes scholars and practitioners
question whether Article 102 of the TFEU is sufficiently effective in addressing the competitive
issues that arise from digital markets with dynamic and innovative settings. In this regard,
Manne and Wright have argued that Google, characterized as a highly regarded and reputable
innovator, should be cautiously approached by the antitrust enforcement authorities, “because
a false positive would chill its innovation and competition that is ‘currently providing immense
benefits for consumers.’”43 Indeed, the Android decision has received multiple criticisms, with
Google’s CEO providing perhaps the most clear-cut and captivating summary: “Android has
created more choice for everyone, not less.” 44
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In the matter of Google Inc., FTC File Number 111-0163 (Jan. 3, 2013), http://bit.ly/2DPBFVt (last visited Nov.
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http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-18-4581_en.htm (last visited Nov. 27, 2018).
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In a recent investigation launched by Germany’s Bundeskartellamt (Federal Cartel Office), the
authority is looking into whether terms and conditions imposed by Amazon on the merchants
lead to an abuse of dominance.45 Noting the dual role of Amazon as the largest online retailer
and the online marketplace, the investigation focuses on “choice of law and jurisdiction clauses,
rules on product reviews, the non-transparent termination and blocking of sellers’ accounts,
withholding or delaying payment, clauses assigning rights to use the information material
which a seller has to provide with regard to the products offered and terms of business on panEuropean dispatch”46 which have been alleged to exploit the small and medium sized sellers
which are dependent on Amazon. The investigation is surely to bring a fresh look into the online
marketplaces and platforms in addition to contributing to the understanding of Amazon’s
business model.

Another interesting characteristic of online platforms, which makes them particularly
challenging for competition law enforcers, is their multi-sided nature. As multi-sided markets
differ significantly from single-sided ones in a variety of aspects, the principles of competition
law enforcement that are drawn from traditional, single-sided markets can often lead to
misleading or erroneous outcomes when applied in multi-sided settings.47 This was indeed the
case in the Amex investigation,48 which was first launched by the U.S. Department of Justice
(“DoJ”) in 2010, and which has recently been concluded pursuant to the Supreme Court’s ruling
that Amex’s anti-steering provisions had not restricted competition in the relevant market. More
specifically, the Supreme Court ruled that both sides of the two-sided credit card market (i.e.,
cardholders and merchants) should be taken into consideration when defining the relevant
product market, and added that “the fact that two-sided platforms charge one side a price that
is below or above cost reflects differences in the two sides’ demand elasticity, not market power

45

Bundeskartellamt Press Release, Bundeskartellamt initiates abuse proceeding against Amazon (Nov. 29, 2018)
https://www.bundeskartellamt.de/SharedDocs/Meldung/EN/Pressemitteilungen/2018/29_11_2018_Verfahrensei
nleitung_Amazon.html?nn=3591568 (last visited Dec. 6, 2018)
46
Ibid.
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Gönenç Gürkaynak et al., Multisided markets and the challenge of incorporating multisided considerations into
competition law analysis, JA, 0, 1–30, 30 (2016), http://www.gurkaynak.av.tr/docs/4a331-antitrust-enforcementjournal-2016.pdf (last visited Nov. 27, 2018).
48
Ohio v. American Express Co., 585 U.S. (June 25, 2018), https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/17pdf/161454_new_1a72.pdf (last visited Nov. 27, 2018); United States v. American Express Co., No. 15-1672 (2d Cir.
Sep. 26, 2016).
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or anticompetitive pricing.”49 Therefore, this landmark decision provides noteworthy insights
on the importance of the relevant market definition in multi-sided markets and on how the
market definition impacts the ensuing competition law assessment.

In another decision involving credit-cards, Mastercard, the Commission rejected the arguments
of Mastercard as to how the relevant product market definition should have taken both sides of
the market into consideration.50 The Commission had based its stance regarding the one-sided
market definition primarily on the following reasons:
“(i) the MasterCard platform is only a vehicle for distinct suppliers to serve distinct
customers as opposed to a product offered jointly to both sets of customers,
(ii) such a market definition would not be appropriate for assessing the competition and
different levels of interaction within the relevant scheme, and
(iii) a single multisided market definition is at odds with the Commission’s decisional
practice.”51
This was also essentially the case in the Commission’s Cartes Bancaires decision. In that case,
the Commission defined the relevant product market as the “payment cards issuance market,”
basing its market definition solely on one side of the market, and found these services to be
distinct from the acquisition of payment and withdrawal transactions.52 The Court of Justice of
the European Union, however, shed light on the proper product market definition in multi-sided
markets by delivering two seminal rulings in Groupement des Cartes Bancaires v Commission
and MasterCard v Commission.53 Given that both cases concerned the “card payment systems”
sector, which comprises two-sided markets due to the existence of two distinct groups of
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customers and “network externalities,” the Court of Justice of the European Union took the two
interlinked sides of the platform into consideration for a proper analysis of the competitive
effects of the practices under investigation.54 Indeed, many commentators on these cases agreed
on the complexity of multi-sided markets and asserted that any analysis that fails to consider
the contextual characteristics of these markets would fall short of reaching an appropriate case
assessment from a competition law perspective.

B. Big Data Under Antitrust Review

Innovative companies have gained the upper hand in competition by collecting and processing
a significant amount of data, which is a valuable business asset that has played a crucial role in
the rise of the digital economy. Theories of harm, which were shaped in line with the potential
use of collected data by “big data giants” (such as Google, Facebook and Amazon), have been
a common topic of interest for most competition agencies that are trying to determine their next
steps with regard to the evaluation of such data. Indeed, many competition authorities have paid
increasing attention to the phenomenon of “big data” and focused on the question of what
companies plan to do with such data. Furthermore, alongside the strategic plans of companies
in relation to big data, the question of “What else can they do with it?” has been raised even
more serious concerns among competition enforcement authorities as well.

For instance, in the fall of 2018, the Commission initiated a preliminary investigation against
Amazon to examine and assess how Amazon uses merchant data.55 This preliminary
investigation focuses on Amazon’s dual role as both a partner and a rival to businesses that sell
their merchandises on Amazon’s e-commerce platform.56 The Commission’s main concern
related to the data collected by Amazon with respect to the small merchants that it hosts on its
platform, and focused on whether Amazon had ever used such data to benefit itself or gain an
anti-competitive advantage in the market. Even though it is too early to speculate about the
See Case C-67/13 P – Cartes Bancaires v. European Commission (Sep. 11, 2014), https://eurlex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:62013CJ0067&from=EN (last visited Nov. 27, 2018).
55
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2018), https://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=a92c7294-ca71-497c-98d3-063d66eb43cd (last visited
Nov. 27, 2018).
56
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ultimate outcome of this case, future developments will show whether the Commission believes
it has sufficient evidence of wrongdoing to initiate a full-fledged investigation against Amazon
and what its specific allegations might be.57

It is no longer a debatable or controversial statement to observe that vast amounts of data
provide a significant competitive advantage for companies that collect and use such data.
Indeed, big data analytics enable firms to process various types of data, which has become a
crucially important factor for the implementation of effective business strategies. In this regard,
many firms in the digital economy carry out mergers primarily in an effort to increase and
strengthen their capabilities regarding big data analytics. For example, in the merger of Publicis
and Omnicom (a French multinational advertising/public relations company and an American
global media, marketing and corporate communications company, respectively), the parties
declared that the rationale of the merger was based on their desire to advance their activities in
big data analytics in order to uncover patterns, correlations and other useful information.58

The possession of data and data-related analytics clearly should not be problematic per se under
competition law. As a matter of fact, competition concerns arise when a significant data set
enables firms to become dominant and allows them to abuse their power due to their use of such
data in shaping their business strategies and activities.
This was indeed a concern in Microsoft/LinkedIn,59 where the Commission evaluated the
argument that the combination of the parties’ data sets could harm competition by way of
increasing their market power in online advertising, and by enabling Microsoft to foreclose the
market to its competitors with respect to its customer relationship management software.
Though the Commission ultimately dismissed these arguments in this case, its assessment of

As also stated by the Bundeskartellamt in its press release, the Commission’s Amazon investigation and the
Bundeskartellamt’s investigation “supplement one another” as the Commission’s probe focuses on whether
Amazon uses the merchant data to benefit itself or gain an anti-competitive advantage in the market whereas the
Bundeskartellamt’s probe looks into Amazon’s terms and business practices as a platform (See Bundeskartellamt
supra note 45 ).
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these concerns nevertheless reveals its skeptical perspective with respect to big data and
illustrates that the Commission views big data as a potential source of market power for firms.
This suspicious approach has been embraced not only by the Commission, but also by several
national competition enforcement authorities, such as the Bundeskartellamt. More specifically,
in its case summary regarding the investigation involving Facebook, taking the strong direct
network effects into account which resulted in the conclusion that Facebook’s services were
not comparable to those offered by Snapchat, Youtube, Twitter etc., the Bundeskartellamt found
that Facebook was in a dominant position in the national market for social networks for private
users.60 The Bundeskartellamt found that it was sufficient to establish that there is causality
between Facebook’s dominant position and its violation of data protection requirements under
General Data Protection Regulation61 in order for an abusive conduct. In this regard,
Bundeskartellamt found that (i) there is normative causality with regard to the violation of data
protection rules as the private users’ right to self-determination is linked to Facebook’s
dominant position and (ii) there is causality in terms of the outcome as Facebook’s abusive
conduct is linked to market dominance which enables it to gain access to a large number of
further resources by its inappropriate processing of data and their combination with Facebook
accounts. This decision is a clear indication of Germany’s competition authority taking the
issues surrounding the use of “data” quite seriously.62 Furthermore, the French Competition
Authority (“FCA”) has recently concluded its in-depth sector inquiry into online advertising,
which it aimed to have a clear framework of this data-driven market, in case it would need to
conduct investigations more efficiently into the relevant cases. The final report highlighted the
competitive advantage of Google and Facebook due to the fact that two companies act both
publishers and technical intermediaries.63 Indeed, the President of the French competition body
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added “What is clear is the overwhelmingly dominant position of Google and Facebook”,
evidencing the FCA’s tendency to probe Google and Facebook in the future.64
C. Innovation Effects – A New Theory of Harm?

The Commission has been giving renewed attention to the subject of innovation with its recent
adoption of a broader approach to this crucial issue. The Commission’s approach is noteworthy
as it is more expansive in taking into account innovation concerns in a given industry as a whole
and more speculative in its scrutiny of very early stage pipeline products. The evolution of the
Commission’s theory of potential harm into a far-reaching and more interventionist approach
was first exhibited in its Dow/DuPont decision. Accordingly, the Commission’s findings of
potential “innovation harm” in that case related to both (i) earlier stage pipeline products with
respect to which the parties’ existing R&D activities overlapped, and (ii) overall innovation in
the crop-protection industry.65 Eventually, the Commission decided to approve the merger
between Dow and DuPont, on the condition that major parts of DuPont’s global pesticide
business, including its global R&D organization, would be divested.

In addition to its assessment in Dow/DuPont, there are other signs that innovation has clearly
been high on the Commission’s agenda lately, as such it has also been a major point of
discussion in a more recent decision concerning the Bayer/Monsanto transaction. In its review
of the proposed acquisition, the Commission essentially determined, once again, that a potential
reduction in post-merger R&D efforts (including lowered expenditures) would be likely to
occur.66 The Commission once again reiterated its position that a merger between two of only
a few important rival innovators is likely to lead to a reduction in innovation competition, due
to the fact that (i) individual product markets were contestable on the basis of innovation, (ii)
given the strong nature of intellectual property rights (“IPRs”) in the crop protection, seeds and
traits industries, the original innovator could be expected to reap the benefits from its innovation
by preventing rivals from imitating the IPRs, (iii) innovation was mostly based on product
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innovation; (iv) no arguments related to efficiencies had been filed; (v) the fear of
cannibalization of own existing products was a disincentive to innovate.67 Nevertheless, the
Commission decided to approve the acquisition of Monsanto by Bayer, but the approval was
conditional on the implementation of an extensive remedy package that would address the
parties’ overlapping activities in the markets for seeds, pesticides and digital agriculture through
divestiture. The Commission finally concluded that the divestment package would ensure that
the companies would continue to innovate to the benefit of European farmers and consumers.68
In order to compare how the Bayer/Monsanto transaction was handled by competition
authorities in different jurisdictions, it is worth examining the DoJ’s approach, which applied a
deeper scrutiny to the proposed transaction in this particular case. Specifically, the DoJ argued
that the proposed transaction would (i) eliminate present and future competition between Bayer
and Monsanto, (ii) diminish innovation, (iii) raise prices for farmers and other purchasers, and
(iv) decrease quality, service, and choice for farmers and other purchasers.69 Therefore, the DoJ
required an agreed-upon divestiture package, which incorporated thorough steps that would
ensure the elimination of key competition concerns. As such, for instance the DoJ required a
divesture of an entire factory, although only half of the products that were produced in that
factory were part of the divested business.70 Given the lengthy assessment period that resulted
with the approval of the DoJ on May 29, 2018 (which lasted approx. two months longer that
the Commission’s review) and comprehensive remedies required by the DoJ amounting to USD
9 billion (which is approximately USD 2 billion more than the value of divestitures required by
the Commission), it can be reasonably concluded that the American antitrust regime was stricter
and more demanding in this case on the parties as opposed to its European counterparts.

IV.

How Are Competition Authorities in Developing Countries Reacting to the
Emergence of Dynamic Concepts? — A Case Study of Turkey
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As an emerging country dealing with various economic challenges of its own, and
simultaneously aiming to keep up with the digital age and its necessities, Turkey has adopted
certain tailor-made economic agendas and policy choices in order to address its developmental
challenges. Indeed, in its 10th Development Plan (2014-2018),71 the Turkish government has
confidently included the goal of increasing innovation capacities and transforming into
“knowledge economies”. These goals were listed as agenda priorities within Turkey’s Science
and Innovation enforcement policies, as well as a part of its industrial development and other
regional policies, in order to realize the ultimate goal of escaping the middle-income trap72 and
moving forward with the country’s ambitious growth strategies.73

In this regard, it can be seen that the Turkish government has recognized the importance of
increasing investments in R&D and innovation activities with a focus on the private sector.74
The government has prioritized such investments in an effort to bolster Turkey’s
competitiveness in the global information-based manufacturing sector and to enable the
structural transformation of high-value-added, technology-driven production in Turkey. With
that said, it should be noted here that, Turkey’s innovation performance may not reflect these
goals and strategies. Indeed, according to the GII 2018, Turkey was ranked 50th among 126
countries in innovation in 2018, scoring below its rankings in the previous two years (43 rd in
2017 and 42nd in 2016) and has fallen out of the list of the top-10 countries with the highest
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innovation efficiency ratios75 (i.e., combining certain levels of innovation inputs with more
robust output results). Bearing in mind that Turkey’s deteriorating performance in the
“regulatory quality” and “rule of law” indexes76 were found to be among the factors affecting
the decline in Turkey’s overall performance in innovation, we can conclude that improving the
quality of Turkey’s competition enforcement policies may lead to positive outcomes with
regard to increasing overall productivity through advanced innovations and technological
enhancements.77
With this notion in mind, I will review the Turkish Competition Authority’s (“TCA”)
enforcement trends with regards to dynamic concepts (such as technology and innovation), and
provide an overview of selected recent decisions of the Turkish Competition Board (“TCB”)
concerning online markets, multi-sided platforms and technology, as well as touching upon the
TCB’s approach to innovation efficiencies within the context of merger control review.

A. Enforcement Trends in Turkey

Recent competition enforcement events in Turkey indicate that the TCB closely follows the
enforcement and policy trends of the EU. This is mostly due to the fact that, as a result of
Turkey’s accession negotiations with the EU, Turkish competition law is now closely modeled
after (and akin to) the EU competition law regime. Accordingly, the Law No. 4054 on the
Protection of Competition (“Law No. 4054”) and secondary legislations, as well as the
guidelines published by the TCA, echo the legal framework that has been implemented in the
EU. Therefore, the TCB frequently monitors and takes into account how the competition
legislation is interpreted and applied by the Commission.78 We observe that this trend still
persists strongly to this day, as the TCB’s policing efforts with respect to big players in digital
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and online markets mirror the Commission’s ongoing competition enforcement efforts, which
themselves reflect the policy goals and initiatives encompassed by the Digital Single Market.79

Indeed, recent investigations launched and concluded by the TCB, as well as its merger
analyses, demonstrate the enforcement agency’s willingness to delve more into dynamic
competition law discussions and concerns, such as (i) policing abuse of dominance instances
and defining relevant markets in the context of online businesses, (ii) evaluating multi-sided
platforms, as well as (iii) assessing technology and innovation issues. In this regard, one can
view Sahibinden.com decision and Google investigations (namely, the Google Android80, the
Google Shopping investigation81, Google Search & AdWords investigation82 and Google Local
Search investigation83) launched by the TCB as the foreshadowing enforcement steps taken
toward regulating digital and online markets in Turkey.

(i)

Google Android decision and On-going Google Investigations

Since the Google Shopping, Google Search & AdWords and Google Local Search
investigations are still in their early phases (the first probe was launched in July 2018 while the
second in December 2018 and the latter in February 2019), we are yet to see how the TCB’s
analysis has matured. With that said, the TCB’s Google Android decision84 is a useful example,
revealing, to an extent, the TCB’s assessment of online platforms. Perhaps the most prominent
feature of the TCB’s analysis is the TCB’s focus on the multi-sided characteristics of online
platforms. Indeed, the TCB particularly noted that while Google gained scale advantages
The Digital Single Market strategy was adopted on May 6, 2015, and is one of the European Commission’s 10
political priorities. It is made up of 3 policy pillars: (i) improving access to digital goods and services, (ii) an
environment where digital networks and services can prosper, and (iii) digital as a driver for growth. See Eurostat,
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/cache/infographs/ict/bloc-4.html (last visited Dec. 3, 2018).
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through distributing Android operating system and mobile applications to end users free of
charge, and therefore gained a competitive advantage through economies of scale, Google
allegedly leveraged those economies of scale in a different part of the market, namely with
regards to its advertising services.

In its reasoned decision on Google Android, the TCB initially analyzed the services that are
offered by Google and accordingly defined the relevant product markets as (i) internet search
services, (ii) provision of internet search services through mobile devices, (iii) mobile online
advertising services, (iv) licensable mobile operating systems, (v) mobile internet browsers
market, and (vi) separate relevant markets for each of the functions performed by the
applications that are included in the Google Mobile Services Suite. The accuracy of these
market definitions is subject to another debate. As for its assessment of dominance, the TCB
primarily analyzed the Google’s market share in “licensable mobile operating systems market”
and in the mobile provision of “internet search services market (as these markets involve the
alleged tying and tied products), and accordingly found Google has significant market shares
in both markets. More importantly, TCB also found that Google’s alleged dominant position in
the tying product market (licensable mobile operating systems market) was allegedly reinforced
by the indirect network effects, due to the multi-sided nature of app stores. It further added that
while these network effects provide a competitive advantage during the product development
stage, they create strong entry barriers for competitors as they reach a critical threshold.
Broadly speaking, it is fair to say that TCB’s approach to Google has been influenced by the
Commission, in particular on certain evaluations of the Commission on Google’s practices that
have been found to deny rival search engines the possibility to compete on the merit and to
prevent the development of Android forks, which could have provided a platform for rival
search engines.85

(ii)

Sahibinden.com decision

The TCA’s Sahibinden.com investigation,86 whereby the TCB concluded that Sahibinden.com
had abused its dominant position in Turkey by way of excessive pricing in the markets for
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online platform services for real estate sales/rentals, and vehicle sales, can be considered as yet
another effort by the TCB to put its toe in the water with respect to online markets. This decision
constitutes a landmark as it not only provides the TCB’s views on multisided platform services
markets but also illustrates how the TCB assesses dominance in online platform services. With
regards to market definition, the TCB took into consideration Evans and Schmalensee’s87
definition of multi-sided platform services and found that it would take into account the
behavior of the two sides of the market (i.e., customer groups). The TCB took into account
Sahibinden.com’s behavior in its supply-side behavior analysis and the reciprocating relation
of the two sides of the market (real estate offices/auto galleries and final consumers) with
regards to its analysis of demand side substitutability. Finally, the TCB concluded that it would
not broaden its understanding of the relevant product market definition and indeed excluded the
offline markets, as it did not find offline services substitutable to the online platform services
rendered by Sahibinden.com. The TCB looked into the players’ market shares by taking into
account (i) the number of web-site visits, (ii) the number of commercial members and (iii) the
revenue generated from these commercial members, and it also reviewed changes on these
parameters based on the players’ pricing variances. Accordingly, the TCB rendered that
Sahibinden.com was in a position to determine the prices without suffering any costs. With
regards to market dynamics, the TCB found that the relevant markets in Turkey are expanding
and there are various rivals in the relevant markets (both entrenched local undertakings and
global new entrants (such as Facebook Marketplace and Letgo)). That being said, the TCB
concluded that the current competitive landscape of the relevant markets (in particular, (i)
Sahibinden.com’s market power, (ii) lack of sufficient competitive pressure and (iii) entry
barriers (namely network effects and related sunk costs comprised mostly of advertisement and
promotion costs as well as the multi-homing costs)) indicated that Sahibinden.com held
dominant position in the markets for online platform services for real estate sales/rentals and
vehicle sales.88

87

Namely in David S. Evans & Richard Schmalensee, The Antitrust Analysis of Multi-Sided Platform Business,
(Nat’l Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 18783, 2013).
88
As a result, the TCB imposed a monetary fine on Sahibinden.com amounting to TL 10.7 million (approx. USD
1.8 million, converted at the exchange rate USD 1= TL 5.97 in accordance with the applicable Turkish Central
Bank average rate on the decision date (i.e., Oct. 1, 2018)).
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(iii)

TCB’s Merger Decisions Involving Online Markets and Innovation

With respect to transformation of marketplaces, consumers have attained the ability to purchase
products through online channels in recent decades (as a result of various technological
developments and the growth of internet use), and therefore, e-commerce has rapidly emerged
as a dominant phenomenon of the digital age. Consequently, with the aim of better
understanding the functioning and dynamics of online markets, the Commission has undertaken
the sector inquiry on e-commerce in 2017,89 which has surely contributed to the TCB’s
understanding and perspective regarding online markets and online sales channels. Indeed, the
TCB’s Turkuvaz/D&R90 and Alibaba/DSM (also widely known as “Trendyol”)91 decisions,
which delve into the issues surrounding the growing e-commerce sector in Turkey, affirm and
acknowledge the findings of the Commission’s e-commerce sector inquiry, as well as the
decisional practice of several European jurisdictions.92 In this regard, the TCB took into account
(in the foregoing decisions) the fact that the ability of consumers to compare prices online has
increased with the rise of e-commerce, which has boosted price competition in terms of both
online and offline sales and ultimately, these changes have affected competition on parameters
other than price, and therefore, contributed to a dynamic evaluation of online sales in defining
the relevant product market.93

That being said, there are also certain issues that have not been evaluated in detail by the TCB
in its reasoned decisions, despite the enforcement trends in the EU and the United States. For
instance, with regard to the issue of innovation efficiencies, the TCB’s decisional practice does
not include many instances in which these types of efficiencies were comprehensively evaluated
in the context of merger analyses,94 even though the Commission has already had several
chances to analyze innovation efficiencies and innovation theory of harm at length (most
89

See European Commission, Report from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament, Final
Report
on
the
E-commerce
Sector
Inquiry
(2017),
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/antitrust/sector_inquiry_final_report_en.pdf (last visited Nov. 26, 2018).
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TCB’s Turkuvaz/D&R decision (May 29, 2018, 18-16/293-146).
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TCB’s Alibaba/Trendyol decision (July 18, 2018, 18-23/398-191).
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instance,
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FCA’s
Fnac/Darty
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(July
27,
2016),
http://www.autoritedelaconcurrence.fr/pdf/avis/16DCC111VNC.pdf (last visited Nov. 27, 2018).
93
See also the TCB’s Booking.com (Jan. 5, 2017, 17-01/12-4) and Yemeksepeti (June 9, 2016, 16-20/347-156)
decisions.
94
It is worth bearing in mind that the reasoned decisions of the TCB on mergers generally tend to comprise merely
2-5 pages; therefore, our review of the TCB’s approach to innovation in merger analyses is constrained by the
limited explanations put forth in the brief texts of these decisions.
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recently in the Dow/DuPont95 and Bayer/Monsanto cases.)96 While the TCB’s reasoned
decisions on Dow/DuPont97 and Bayer/Monsanto98 do not indicate whether the TCB took the
innovation effects into account or whether the parties even raised innovation efficiencies as a
defense, we can confidently conclude that there is a clear need for the introduction of more
sophisticated, innovation-based discussions to the Turkish competition law regime. This is due
to the fact that, for instance, while the Commission has relied heavily on stochastic models and
economic theory in putting forward its theory of harm to innovation (as well as providing the
rationale behind its rejection of the innovation efficiency claims) in its thorough and
voluminous overview of the Dow/DuPont merger, the TCB has yet to present a detailed
evaluation or assessment of its views on the theories of harm and on innovation efficiencies.99

In light of the foregoing illustrative cases from Turkey, one can reasonably conclude that,
although the TCB has taken certain steps toward evaluating technology and digital markets in
its recent decisions, its enforcement efforts so far may be deemed as merely paying lip service
to innovation considerations, and seem to constitute perverse and counterproductive antitrust
enforcement actions in the technology and online markets.

V.

Conclusion

Innovation has been pivotal in addressing urgent developmental challenges around the world,100
and therefore represents a substantial advantage that can be used by emerging economies to
escape the middle-income trap101 which can emerge as a substandard growth performance and
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99
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unmet development potential.102 As we are surrounded by the wave of novel innovations that
have been created in the so-called Fourth Industrial Revolution, which can be deemed as the
“new techno-economic paradigm,”103 emerging economies (such as Turkey) could take
advantage of this window of opportunity to realize their innovation capabilities, by instituting
a series of public policies and economic strategies that are targeted at sustainable development
through innovation. In this vein, competition policies that are targeted at technology, innovation
and digital markets can be considered among the policy tools that can be usefully employed by
the governments of emerging countries.

Competition enforcement regimes in dynamic fields (such as technology and digital markets)
can take different forms and shapes. In this context, it is important to first note that the
competition authorities in charge of regulating the markets in which most technological
advances and innovations originate (including agencies such as the DoJ, the Bundeskartellamt,
the U.K. Competition and Markets Authority, and the Commission) have taken it upon
themselves to protect technological/innovation competition and to cultivate the incentives of
companies to innovate. For instance, the Commission has recently demonstrated its growing
eagerness to review high-profile, multi-jurisdictional transactions (such as the Dow/DuPont and
Bayer/Monsanto mergers) from an innovation perspective. This is also clearly the case for the
DoJ’s Antitrust Division. As discussed earlier, both of these agencies have taken into
consideration and carefully evaluated how innovation would be affected as a result of these
deals.

Although

these

competition

enforcement

authorities

were

lacking

“good

presumptions”104 that would assist them in their analyses and help them to measure innovation,
they considered several other indicators, such as (i) R&D expenditures, (ii) strength of patent

According to Gill and Kharas (who have coined the term “middle-income trap in 2007), the notion middleincome trap refers to “economies that were ‘squeezed between the low-wage poor-country competitors that
dominate in mature industries and the rich-country innovators that dominate in industries undergoing rapid
technological change’” (Indermit Gill & Homi Kharas et. Al, An East Asian Renaissance: Ideas for Economic
Growth, World Bank, Washington, DC (2007) as cited in Indermit Gill & Homi Kharas, The middle-income trap
turns ten, World Bank Policy Research working paper no. WPS 7403, Washington, D.C.,
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/291521468179640202/The-middle-income-trap-turns-ten (last visited
Dec. 4, 2018)). Gill and Kharas also argue that, their definition of middle-income trap, focuses on policy and
institutional change and refers to “and “a trap of policy misdiagnosis when countries failed to match their growth
strategies with prevailing structural characteristics of their economies” (See Gill & Kharas (2015), 7.)
103
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104
Charles McConnell, Innovation analysis lacks reliable presumptions, says US DOJ deputy, Global Competition
Review (June 7, 2018), https://globalcompetitionreview.com/article/1170347/innovation-analysis-lacks-reliablepresumptions-says-us-doj-deputy (last visited Nov. 26, 2018).
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portfolios, and (iii) presence of competitors at different stages of product development and
innovation,105 as well as referring to and incorporating fresh concepts such as “innovation
spaces” into their assessments. This is merely one illustrative example of how these
sophisticated agencies seek to preserve the competitive landscape in technology-originating
jurisdictions, and how their decisions shape the stories of data- and technology-driven
economies and influence the future path of advanced markets.

Processing, internalizing and reflecting these antitrust enforcement trends may prove to be a
difficult task for the competition authorities in emerging economies, which have established
their enforcement regimes in dealing with more traditional markets (e.g., cement and other raw
materials), and relied on static efficiencies, such as distributive efficiencies, in their past
assessments. This difficulty may stem from the fact that, in most cases, they are not operating
in the technology-originating jurisdictions106 or from the fact that they do not employ the
dynamic economic analysis tools that are required for such evaluations. For instance, with
regard to the TCB, we are unable to determine the significance attributed to, if any, dynamic
efficiencies (such as innovation efficiencies) in its merger control analyses from the texts of its
reasoned decisions. However, we cannot be certain whether the TCB takes dynamic efficiencies
into consideration in its assessments and simply finds it unnecessary to include its analysis of
these issues in its brief reasoned decisions, 107 or whether the TCB indeed (i) fails to employ
any economic analysis tools that take into account dynamic concepts such as R&D
expenditures, strength of patent portfolios or new concepts such as “innovation spaces,” or (ii)
falls short in understanding the unique dynamics of digital and/or online markets.108 That being
said, on the bright side, the TCB’s evaluations with regards to online platforms indicate its
willingness to adapt and understand the new landscape forged by the rise of innovation and
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Ibid.
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traders of innovative products. See OECD, Innovation and Growth: Rationale for an Innovation Strategy (2007),
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CONCURRENCES REVIEW NO 3- 2018, Art. N° 87102 (2018).
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technology. Moreover it is positive to see that the TCA underlined (i) the importance of
adapting “competition for the market” and “sustainability of/sustainable innovation” principles
as guidelines for developing new policies with regards to innovation and (ii) the necessity of
renovation of competition authorities in order to respond to technological developments (and
new concepts such as big data, algorithms etc.) 109
In this regard, extrapolating from Turkey’s example, we can logically conclude that identifying
obstacles and capacity building in order to undertake the necessary economic, legal, and
possibly political analyses in dynamic market settings further down the road can be important
tools for competition authorities operating in emerging economies. Indeed, merely undertaking
the necessary market analyses, publishing the results and identifying/disclosing deficiencies in
market competition can usefully serve the ultimate goal of unleashing rivalries and fostering
competition, even before any resources have been devoted to competition law enforcement in
online and digital markets.110

With these considerations in mind, rather than implementing draconian enforcement measures
and following the enforcement trends from more entrenched agencies, competition authorities
in emerging markets (such as the TCB) should first endeavor to fully understand the concepts
and technologies that they are dealing with in the digital world. Only then can they correctly
identify and address the fundamental competition law concerns in their jurisdictions, and
thereby contribute to the economic development goals of their countries.
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